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ABSTRACT.
1 The extent to. which 148 teachers felt that thefr

training programs prepared them to teach 'students.witti special needs,

was examined. A questionnaire was developed to ascertain whether
teachers were able to carry out'reponsibilities mandated through the
passing of Public Law 94-142. Respondents were asked to rate their
overall prepafation and training in five areas: methods, materials,
\child and adolescent development and psychology, reading, and
mainstreaming. The teachers also rated itheir preparation for
recognizing and handling students having problems with drugs, 'abuse,

learning disabilities, and emotional disturbances. Teachers, were

atked to suggest major changes that should be made in teacher ,
training programs. Analyses of results were conducted and grouped

according to: (1) years of teaching experience; (2) location of
trainingin Minnesota or elsewhere; and (3) training at public br
private institutions. Although most teachers gave good or fair

ratings overall to their training liorograms, poor ratings appeared
with great frequency in the areas of reading, mainstreaming, and
recognizing students with specific problems. Ratings by teachers with

less than five years of experience indicated they were more satisfied
with their training than were teachers with 10 or more years of
experience. Appendices provide analysis and discussion of the
survey's findings and a copy of the questionnaire. (FG)
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'Teachers' opinions about the education programs in which they
.0"

; A

were trained- were examined. The '148 teachers responding to a survey -

indicated that they believed their preparation was poor in several

areas related -1.0 teaching students with special needs.' The teachers'

opinions varied .as a function of when they received their. training; 410

teachers who had been trained withinte'past five years hadnore

'positive opinions about their training programs than did teachers,

who had been trainedover 10 year ago. Implications for _professional

training programs and-school district inservice training programs are

ee

discussed.

.O
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Teacher Opinions Abbut Professional Education Training Programs
tr

, 4*.o

Mainstreaming was an unknown term when many classroom teachers

'completed teacher.education programs. The training provided to teach-
..

ers equipped them to teach "normal" children and recommended that they

refer to special education teachers any child not fitting the "normal"

standard.-

Educational traintrig has been described as based on a "two boxy

et

OP

theory (Reynolds, 1977). Separate educational programs were maintained

by the schools, one for "normal" students and one for handicapped students.

Teacher training pitigrams for regular and special education also existed

_ _ riany tlialogue 'occurring between the two. The

* message was'
4

clear: the special education teacher was the appropriate

I

person to teach children experiencin3 difficulty within the regulia'r class

curriculum.

Public Law 94-142 seemingly changed overnight the structure within

which schools provide education to handicapped children. The law had an

immediate impact on,the placement of students in claisrooMi around the

'country. Teachers suddenly were faced with meeting the special needs

of many students without advance preparation or training. Although the

law quickly reversed previous policy, the training and skills of teadhers

didjiot change as quickly% rurther, general education teacher training

programs were not prepared at that time to provide the necessary training.

The National Advisbry Committee on the Handicapped estimated in 1977 that

260,000. special education teachers and over two million regular educators

required inservice training to implement the provisions of PL 94-142.

;

- 1 -
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Reynolds (1978) indicated that perhaps the greatest problem--6,cing

colleges of eduCation was the "rapidity with which the change to a-

mainstream philosophy must be e-ffecte....Educating chileren with

handicaps.requires massive changes in the total structure of schools

,and education" (p. 385).

'The need for change In teacher preparation and certification has

been identified. 'Data on changq in teacher training programs and rules

affecting certification give some indication of the extent to which g
these changes have occurred.

A survey wat conducted by Roberson (1980) to determine the extent

to which non-special education facult)Lmembers_were_panticiOating_ift in-

service activities related to PL 94-142. Roberson surveyed 128'instiltu-

tions with certified teacher training programs. Of the 64 teacher trail:-

ing programs' responding, only 19% had completed such an inservice program

for non-special education faculty; 32% had no such program planned.

i
A

'To determine whether preparation requirements of preservice educators)

. .

,
.

,.. ..
,

were chan'gifig togInclude speCial educktion courses, Smith and Schindler
. - il f1/41, 4

..

(1980) interviewed superintendents or Commissioners of Education'.- The
, r

results of their stildy indicated-that 25 states and the District of

Columbia had no such requirement. Eleven states indicated/ the pdssibil-

of such a requirement in the future. Fifteen states required pee-

service general educators to fulfill competencies relating tO,excePtion-

ality. In another survey (Patton Si,Braithwaite, 1980), state offices

of teacher,-ceetification in:44state's indicated that they did not, require

special education coursework for the recertification of regular class-

room teachers. None of the states required regular class teachers to

O
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have direct contact with handicapped students as a part of their"recdrti-
w,

MA-ton-requirements.

'These studies indicate a .generalellEri-n-grofsessional education

programs and certificatiOn requirements related to the needs created

by PL 94-142. Future changes occurring in faculty and program com-

petencies in relation to those skills needed will not have/primary tm-

pact on those teachers already serving in'the schools. Yet, teachers

now working in the schools are required to meet thespecial needs of-Many

students placed within their, classrooms. The critical issue is hoW wellb

these teachers believe they have been prepared to deal with the special

t-- needs created-bw-PL-94-142,

4,
0

The current study was designed to ascertain the extent to which '

teachers in current service felt their training programs prepared them

to teach students wittiispecial needs. The teachers wereiaiked'toevalu-
.

ate,the extent to which the professional eduCation programs they.pomOleted,

prepared them to recognize and teach students with special problems in-

their classrooms.

Method

Subjects

Subjects /ere 148 teachers in tiendance at a workshop held at the

beginning of the 1980-81 school year. All teachers were employed by

the same district located in a metropolitan area in Minnesota.' Attendance

at the workshgp was mandatory but completion of the "Teacher Survey"

during the workshop was voluntary.

0

- The average number of years of teaching experience for the 148
4!***

teachers was 12.1 years (range = 0-35 yrs.). Most .(45%), of the teachers

a



were certified in elementary education; the:remainder were certified in.

secondary ,(26 %), K-li (16%), or-other areas (12%)'. The level of educa-

tion rangedfrom a bachelor's degree (.63 %) to a specialist oi,doctorate

(1.4%);'22.7% had'been awarded a master's degree; and an additional"11.4%

ed 15 or more credits beyond a master's (1.4% Of subjects did

..?,

not ,provide informaptionon. 'arerl'of-education).
----:.----__

...

Analyses were conducted on the responses. of the total group of
. A.

a . o

subjects. An addition, subjects were grouped according to the number of

years41;:ching expeiience: 5 or less years (n = 42) an 10 or more

. years (n = 92), The responses of these two groups were compared Statis-
\

_ tically to determine' whether teachers trained after the.enactment of PL

94-142 had different attitudes toward their training than did teachers

trained at least five'years before the enactment of PL 94-142. Further,

descriptive,Inalyses of response were.c4pducted with subjects grouped in

two additional ways: '(a) according to whether theY-had been trained

within Minnesota or outside of Minnesota, ansi.(bY,according to whether

they had been trained at a public,institution or a privale institution.

, 1

0

These descriptive analyses are presented in Appendix A.

Materials

A one-page survey was developed to collect information on teachers'

opinions about. _ the education programs in which they were trained, with

some questions related to their preparation for recognizing and defiling

with special Problems in the classroom. Items were presented in a

multiple-choice format, with the choices being good, fair, or poor.

The survey also asked for information on the teachers and their educa-

tional backgrounds. A copy of the survey is included in Appendix B.
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Procedure.,
... ..

.
.

-
. .

. .

The s'urvey.was

.

distributed tccmcAshop partic ipants at the beginning . .

, . ...,-----

of the workshop. session.
4
A few minutes were provided fOr completion of

4' .

the form. The surveys were turned in on a voluntary *basis at th6 con-
.

1 ,

clusion of the workshop.

Results
' ir

Nearly all subjects (n439) gave an overall rating to the programs

'hi which they were trained. The majority of these subjects (55.4%) in-

\
dicated that the program was fair; 41.7% rated their programs as good,

and 2.9% rated their,programs as poor.

Respondihg subjects with 5 or less years of teaching experience

(nm40) generally rated their programs as good (47.5%) or fair (50:0%);

2.5%-.rated_them as poor. Similarly, responding subjects wiih10 or more

years of teaching experiente-{n-785_1geatralllrated.their programs as

.good (39.5%) or fair (57.0%); 3.5% rated them as poor.

-Preparation in Five Areas
r

Teachers were asked to rate the preparatiun.they received in five

specific areas of current concern: methods, materials, child adolescent

development and psychology, reading, and mainstreaming. Overall, for

methods,. materials, and childhood/adolescent development and psychology,

6.

most ratings were good, followed by fair. IA each of these areas, less

than 11% of the.subjects rated their preparation as poor. In contrast,

the ratings for reading were divided about equally among the three cate-
.

gories. For mainstreaming, the majority of ratings Are poor (.64,8 %);

only 14.1% gave their preparation to mainstreaming a good rating.

10
O -
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'sc .Insert Table 1, about here
a

J I

Table 2 preSents the'ratings given to the five areas by the teachers .

, ,.- %
.

, .
.

.

.

with 5'or less years of experience and' the teachers with 40(or more years ,
. . V.7. '

. ; oT experience:. The two geoups'gave similar ratings in airareas except

/ , .

mainstreaming,. where'significantly.more teachers with 5 or less

.

years
, 11

of experience gave fair ratings (38.1%) than`did teachers with 10 \or
. I!

,,. .

more years of experience (12.6%), z = 3.36, p < .01, and significantly

more teachers with ro or more years of experience gave poor atin6s.(74,7%)

thandieteacbers with 5 or 16s years of experience (38.1!4, z = 4.07,

dr

IP

.4

.
'

p < .01.

Insert Table rabout here.

Preparation for Recognizing Students with Problems

Table 3 presents the percentages bf subjects rating their preparation

,;
for recognizing.students with fo urity0es of problems (drugs, abuse, learnJ

ing disabilities; and emotional disturbanCe:) as either bood,sfair, or

poor. Most subjects gave a poor rating to their preparation for recogniz-
.

ing problems related to drugs, abuse, and emotional diSturbance. The ,

ratings Oven to preparation for recognizing learning disabilities were

6

more positive; 25.2% of the subjects indicated that theirpreparpreparation

n_this area wailgood.

Insert Table 3 about here,

11'

.16 /
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A comparison of the ratings/by teachers grouped according to

;4i%

teaching experience is given n Table
4

4. Rather striling differences

existed in the ratings for.ali problerki yeas. In'general, the ratings

of less experienced teachers were more positive than those of teachers

with more experience.

:Insert Table 4 about -here

.
For'the drugs problein,a y, 65.2% of the teachers wit; 10 omore

years of teaching experience g ve a poor rating to their preparation,

while only 26-2% of the teachers\with 5 or less`yePs of teaching ex-
.

perience gave4a poor rating; the difference between these percentages

was significant, z o 4.07, p < :01. The percentages of teachers in the

two groups giving gocd.and fair ratings were not significantly different.

For the abuseipr4oblem area, 64.4% of the teachers with 10 or more

.years; of experience'gave a poor rating to their preparation, while 26.8%

. .

of those with.5 or less years of experience gave a pont- rating; the

- 1 . . ,

. . 4

difference petween these.perchtages was significant, z = 4.04, 2. < ,01.

.
The'percentages of teachers in' the two groups giving good, ratings also

z = 4.32,were significantly different, but, in the opposite direction%
i

/1.<
.

Similarly, in the LD problem aree, significant differences wcte,

found between'the percentages nc teachOs in the two'groups giving good

and poor ratings to their preparation. While 42.8% of, the teachers with

10 or more years of teaching experience gave a poor rating, only 16.7%

of theteachers with 5 or less years of teaching experience gave a poor

rating, z = .93, < .01. On the other`hand, 22.0% of the teachers

12
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with 10 or more years of experience and 40.5% of the teachers with 5

or less yea's of experience gave good ratings, z = 2.20, p_ < .05.

For the ED problem area, 12.1% of the teachers with 10 or more

years of experience rated. their program as goad, compared to 31.0% of

.the teachers with 5 or less year of experience; the difference between

. . , . \

_
these ercentages was significant, z =- '2,62,1 .01, l'i statitically

fi t differences existed in the percentages of teachers giving

either-fair or podt ratTngs.

Other Problem Areas

Space was provided on the survey for subjects to list other problem
40

areas and rate them. Nbne of the areas listed was given by more than

One teacher. Three are listed were speech, 'vision, and behavior manage-

ment; the preparation for recognizing each of these was rated good. Two

',.additional areas listed were rated as'fair in preparation; these were-

recognizing gifted students and relating to parents. Six areas given
o

poos,rat'ings were. behayior,'discipline, family living, why students hate

schoql, Socialization, andsocial development.

Handling Students with Problems

After rating their preparation for recognizing gtudentsthaving prob-

4 i : 1
. .

lems with drugs, abuse,-learning disabilities, and motional disturbance,
.

-and_Identilying other pcoblem areas, subjects rated their preparation

for handling students with these problems. The teachers' ratings are

presented in Table'5. Across all teachers, the most frequent ratings

were fair '(40.2%).and poor (46.4%); only 13.4% rated their preparation

for handling students with the problems as good.

Insert Table 5 about here

13
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Ratings given by the teachers grouped accordiag to amount of teach-

ing experience also are shown in Table 5. Significant differences in
\

the percentages of teachers in the two groups giving each rating' were

found: ilood - z = 2.51, < .05; fair - z =. 2.91, < .01; poor - z =

4.56, 2. < .01.. More of the teachers with 5,or less,years of teaching ex-

gave good (24.4%) and fair (58..5%) ratings than did teaChers with-
10 or more-yearl; experience (good - 8-.1%; fair - 31.4%),-and-fewer less

experienced teachers than more_experienced teachers gave poor ratings
4

(i7.1% vs. 60.5%).

11
Recafilended Chao_ges in Teacher ,Training Programs

Subjects als° were asked to suggest major changes that should be ;

. _.

/
made in teacher training programs. The responses were numerous and -'''

/

41
cOvered a variety of topics. Suggestions fell within two categories--

those related to college education classes and those related to student

teaching.

Most suggested changes dealt with college education classes. By

_far the most frequently given suggestion was that classes should provide
.

more definite andfolpracttcal-methods-and-skills-for-teachers to use

(n=22; 14.9%). The second most frequently given suggestion related to

ways to identify and work with special students (specifically, LB and

stH nine_

subjects (6.1%) each; these were that training programs should include

(a) instruction on discipline techniques, (b) mainstre'ming preparation,

and (c) professors with recent classroom experience. 'Five subjects

14
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10

(3.4%) noted the- need-,for training in recogni -zing and dealing with
,sp;- ,

drug abuse/use. No other suggestions relating to college education

classes were made by more than two percent of the subjects.

In the area of student teaching, the most frequent suggestion was

that more classroom experiences be provided (n=31; 20.9%). This was

followed closely by the recommendation that student teaching be extended

to start earlier and last longer (n=22; 14.9%). Seven subjects (4.7%)

cited the need for both training ,and experie nces in dealing with parents

and the community. Five subjects (3.4%) suggested that more experience

be provided in a. greater variety of teaching situations. Nq other

suggestions relating to college education classes were made by more

4

than two-percent of the subjects.

Discussion

The results of the present survey of teachers working within public

school settings clearly identified areas in which teachers find general

education preparation programs in need of improvement. Although most

teachers gave good or fair ratings overall to their training programs,

'Tor ratings appeared with great frequency when the teachers were rating

their preparation related to reading, mainstreaming, and recognizing

students having specific types of problems. The large percentage of

teachers rating their preparation for mainstreaming as poor suggests

that this is an area that should be addressed' immediately.

,
Differences Were found between the ratings of teachers with five

or less years of teaching experience and those with 18 or more years of

teaching experience. In general, the less experienced teachers' ratings

.1.5

S
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indicated that many'of them believed they yere better prepared in

several areas than did the ratings of the ore experienced teachers.'

These differences suggest that teacher training programs may have,

changed within the past five years in terms of addressing the needs

created by PL 94-142. Yet, even in the areas where-more of the less

experienced teachers indicated,their preparation was good, the percent-

ages of these teachers giming good ratings still were relatively low.

_Unfortpnately, even if professional education training programs

have been restructured to meet the needs ari %ing from PL 94-'142, few

positions currently are available for recent graduates because of

declining school enrollments and budget cutbacks. Thus, those teachers

remaining in today's classrooms typically are the ones who received

their professional training without the benefit of training in areas

related to exceptionalities.

The results of the present study confirm that teachers currently

working in schools-believe that they have not been adequately prepared

to deal wits the special needs of many students now placed within their

classes. This situation must be addressed now; there is not time to

wait for profe§sionLal education training programs to provide adeqyate

preparation and then wait for teachers with that training to take over

teaching positions within the schools. One approach to alleviating

^
the current situation is to organize appropriate inservice programs for

teachers currently in classrooms, while at the same.time continuing to

move state. certification departments in the direction of some minimum .

requiremegt of competency in exceptionality.

To ensure that regular educakg' skills in dealing with exceptional



students improve as rapidly as-possible, districts must coimit themselves

to a continuing inservice program to.improve and implement mainstreaming

Skills. Such planning should involve superintendents and other adminis-

trators, such as directors, coordinators, and specialists, as well as

school board-members-;--principals, teachers, and -community people. This

type of broadly based commitment to mainstreaming-should provide teachers .

with consistent encouragement to improve their skills and should result

in an improved level-)of edu-catfon-for all children, not just special

needs students,.

Some of the skills needed by teachers to effectively implement PL

94-142 are discussed by Reynolds (1978). These include:

(1) Direct experience with exceptional students

.(2) Knowledge of consultation skills

(3) Clinical skills'

(4) Interaction-among the various Profeisional specialties
.represented in the district

. (5) Better preparation for systematic management of instruction

(6) Individualized assessment and instructional planning using

diagnostic-prescriptive approaches

(7) Dud process procedures

Dialogue needs to occur between regular and special educators and others

providing services to exceptional students, such asosocial workers,

speech therapists, etc. Informal communication should be encouraged

as,well so that acquired skills maybe shared.

Districts should assess the skills of their teachers and the needs

of the students enrolled in school on a regular basis. As the needs

of students change, so should the training and Skills of teachers and

.`77
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others working with them. Use-of in-Class mainstream facilitators has

been an effective means of providing a model fdr teachers and direct

training and support: Inservice training_should relate to recently

assessed district needs and should follow a consistent pattern.

In summary, we believe_ changes of the magnitude required to effi-.
. '

ciently teach all of the students in school today require ongoing com-

mitment, planning, and training by all associated With.the'saool district.

O
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Table 1 4

Percentages of Subjects Rating Five Areas of Preparation

as Good, Fair, or Poor

O

1

-Area Good Fair .Poor

Methods 51.4. "37.8 10.8

'Materials 54.7 ::37.8 7.4

Child and Adolescent 52.4,` 38.1 9.5

Development and Psychology Ix

Reading 29.5 .33.3.

Mainstreaming 14.1 21.1 64.8

-

O

O

3
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Table 2

Per,:.cilt:.ge; 3f Subjects is Two Groups Rating Five Areas of

Preparation as Good, Fair, or Poor
---

Area Good

o

Fai r Poor

Methods

5 or less years 57.1 35.7 7.1 c,

10 or more years

Materials

46.7 42.4 10.9.

5 or less years 66.7 23.8 9.5

10 or more years 52.2 40.0

Child and Adolescent
Development and Psychology

5 or less years 59.5 35.7 4.8

10 or- more years 48.4 40.6 11.0

Reading vv.

5 or less years 31.6 39.5 28.9

10 or more years 30.5 30.5 39.0

.

Mainstreaming*

5 or less years 23.a 38.1\ 38.1

10 or

/

more years 12:6 12.6 74.7,

tSignificant_differenceswere_found betweenthe xatings-ofthe two

groups of teachers.
ti
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Table .3

Percentages of Subjects Rating their Preparation for

.Recogniiing Four Types of Prob. lois as Good, Fair, or Poor

Problem Good Fair

<t)

Poor

Drugs -17.2 33.1' 49.6

Abuse 15.3 31.9 52.8

1.0 25.2 38.1 36.7

ED 16.3 37.4 46..2

0

23

0

0

.
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Percentages of Subjects in Two Groups Rating their Preparation for

Recognizing .Four Types of Problems as.Good, Fair, or Poor
g ,

Area Good Fair. Poor

.

Drugs*

5 orz -1 ess---years__ 33.3 40.5 26..2

10 or more years 7..9 -27.0 65.2

00

Abuse*

5 or less years 34.1 39.0 26.8

10 or more years. 5.6 '30.0 64.4

LD*

5 or less years 40.5 42.8 16.7

lu or more years . 22.0 35.2 -42.8

.
.

.
.,

5 or less years 31.0 35.7

10 or more years 12.1 49.4

*Significant differences were found :between the ratings of the

two groups of teachers.

24
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Table 5

Percentages of Subjects Rating their Preparation for

Handling StUdents with Probienis-as Good, Fair, or Poor*.

Group

Overall

--_--5- less years

10 or more years

13.4

24.4

8.1

Good Fair Poor

. 40.2

58.5

31.11

46.4

17.1

60.5

*Significant differences were found between_ the ratings of teachei.s

with 5 or less years .of experience and those of teacher's with 10

or more years of experience.
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Descriptive analyses of the data were conducged with subjects

grouped according to (a) whether they were trained within Minnesota

(n=112) Or outside Minnesot (n=36), and (b) whether they were trained
iT: . , .

at a public institution (n=134) or a private institution (n=14).

-,

Overall Program

In their,overall ratings of the programs in which they were trained,

most of those educated within. Minnesota indicated that their preparation
0

for teaching was "fair" .(59.4%); 38.7% rated their preparation as good

and 1.9% gave their preparation apoor rating: Foy: those subjects

educated outside Of Minnesota (n=33),.about eqqal percentages rated

.their programs,es.good (51.5%) and fa (42.4%); 6.1% rated,tem as _

poor.

Subjects educated *at public institutions rated their programs as

follows: good - 42.4%rfair - 56. ; poor - 2.4%. Responding subjects

.- . '. ,
,

. .

-,
1

educated at private-i-nstit iutions(n=14) rated their rogrks as follows:
42 . -1,----- ----_______ ,___

good 535.7%; fair - 50.0%; poor,- 7,1%.
, j. .

Pfepkratiori in Five.Area;*

Table 'A presents the=ratings of five areas of preparation given
.. . 0 ..-,

<
, .

.

___,by subjects trained wt.t4in Minnesota and outside of Minnesota. The

.,-
.

i , t

1.

ratings of each area by qie'two groups were very similar, except perhaps

for training related to childhood ind 'adolescent development-and psychology,

, .

Iti. thisarea fewer teachers f;om within Minnesota gem good'rating's and

poor ratings, and more gave fair ratings than did teachers from 6utside

4)

'Minnesota:
. . (3

0. . .

.----------- 1 ow *No

Insert Table A lout here
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Table A also presents the ratings of five areas of preparation_by

.subjects trained in public and private institutions. The public vs.

private, comparison revealed differences for reading preparation. A

greater percentage of subjects frOm public than from private schools

rated their preparation.as good (31.7% vs. 8,3%) and a smaller per-

centage rated their preparation as poor.(35.0% vs. 58.3%). Yet, for

both groups, the percentage giving'a poor rating was greater than the

percentage giving a good ,rating. Other ratings by subjects educated

in public and privateinstitutions generally were comparable to each

other.

Preparation for Recognizing Students with Problems

Table B presents the ratings given by subjects educated within and
$

. i

outside Minnesota to their preparation for. recognizing students with-__ ,,_
.

various kinds of problems. Again, the percentages of teachers giving

\*each rating were.quite similar, with the possible exception of their

ratings for.the LD and ED problem areas. In both of these cases, the

ratings of suoSects educated outside of Milnesota were somewhat more

-positive.

9

Insert Table B about'here

1 Differences in teachers' atings of their preparation for recogniz-
.

t

ing .students with. specific problems weT more evident when comparisons

were made between subjects educated in public vs. private institutions.

For recognizing drugs and abuse problems, the ratings of'subjects

educated within private institutions were more positive than those o
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-subjects educated within public institutions. However, for recognizing

LD and ED students, the pattern was the opposite. Most notably, 92.8%

of the subjects from private institutions gave fair or poor ratings to

their preparatiim for recognizing LD students, while 72.9% of the public

institution teachers gave fair or poor ratings.

Handling Students with Problems

Table C gives the teachers' ratings of their preparation for

handling students with problems related to drubs, abuse, learning disa-

bilities, and emotional disturbance. Of those teachers educated within

Minnesota, 45.3% gave a poor rating totheir preparation for handling

"Students with problems, compared to 59.1% of those teachers educated

outside Minnesota.

Insert-Table-C-about-here

The ratings given by teachers educated within public and private

institutions also are presented in Table C. More teachers educated

within pt)iblic institutions gave good ratings; none of the teachers

educated at private institutions gave a good rating to their preparation

for handling students with problems related to drugs, Muse, LD, and. ED.

Summary

When grouped according to where they received their training, the

teachers' responses reflected the variability in professional education_

programs. This variability was indicated by the differences in-teachers'

ratings of the extent to which they felt they had been adequately prepare

---Tri-VA-rious areas. 761" exampie, many-mare-D t ibe-teachers-educated-with'
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private\institutions indicated that their preparation
it

'or teaching

reading was poor. On the other hand,, many more of the teachers educated

within piblicjnstitUtions believed that their preparation for recog-

nizing with drug Qr_abuse problems was poor. Although differences

are evident between teachers' ratings o various teacher training institu-

tions, all types of institutions did receive several,poor ratings.

Focusing select types of institutions does not appear to be an approach

that will efficiently improve teachers' preparation. Rather, attention
;

Should be gLen to up'grading the skills of teachers currently in schools

through fnservice training and increased communication among school pro7

fessionals.

"C
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Table -A

Percentages of Subjects Rating Five Areas of Preparation

as Good, Fair, or Poor

Area Good 'Fair Poor

Within MN

OUtside MN

Public

Private

Materials

Within MN

Outside MN

Public

Private C

,Childhood and Adolescent .

Development and Psychology

Withfff-MN----

Outside MN

Public

Private

Reading

Within MN

Outside -MN

-, Public az,

--- Private.:

Mainstrevling

Within MN

Outside MN

Public

Private

50.9

52.8

53.0

35.7

54.5

39.3

33.3

36.6

50.0

40.2

9.8

13.9

10.4

14.3

5.4

55.6 30.6 13.9

55.2 38.0 6.7

50.0 35.7 ' 14.3

.49:1 43:8 ,

62.8 20.0, 17.1

51.1 39.1 9.8

64.3 28.5 7.1

28.9 35.0 36.1

31.4 28.6 40.0

31.7 23.3 35.0

8.3 33.3 58.3

12.3 22.6 65.1

19.4 16.7 63.9

14.7 20.2 65.1

7.7 30.8, ,61,5
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Table B

Percentages of Subjects Rating Their Preparation for

Recognizing Four Types of Problems as Good, Fair, or.Poor

Good -Fair ° PoorProblem

Drugs ,

18.3

13.9'

/16.0

28.6--

33.0

. 33.0

32.8

-1T-35:7

48.6

52.8

51.1

Within MN

Outside- MN

Public

i Private 35.7

Abus'e

13.0 33.3 53.7Within MN

Outside MN /22.2 27.8_ 50:,0 _

Public
4

13.8 31.5 54.6

Private
.

28.6 35.7 35.7

LD
.

Within MN 21-6 40_5 37-8

'Outside MN 36.1 30.6' 33.3

Public 27.1 36.8 36.1

d Private 7.1 42.8

ED

Within MN 12.6 37:8 49.5

Outside MN 27.8 36.1 36.1

Public - 17.3 36.8 45.9

Private o:o c).o . 50.0

0
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Table C

Percentages of Subjects Rating Their Preparation for

Handling Students with'Problems-as Good, Fair, or Poor

Group, Good Fair Poor

_Within MN 10.5
,

44:2 45.3

Outside MN ,

_ ___

0

-1-57

13.6- -

0.0-

25-.0-1-----59L

/ '---Public

Private

.i------

-36.8- 49.6

50.0 50.0

0

0
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Appendix B

Copy of Teacher Survey
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IRLD

August, 1980

Great changes have occurred in
cational systems. Information

paration for these activities.
obtain this information. Your
a group summary only.

1. Years teaching experience:

2. Certified in:

Teacher Survey

the requirements made of teachers in today's edu-
is needed on teachers' feelings about their pre-
Please answer the following questions to help us

-answers are confidential, and will be reported-in

What .have you taught?

3.( Level of education (indicate degree or hours):-

4. 'Education courses were taken at (name school/schools):,

a.

b.

5. Rate the program(s) in which you were,trained,.
in'general (how well did it/they prepare you

to teach ?).

6. Specifically rate the-following-areas_of your preparation

a. Methods (exposed to a variety of methods) GOOD FAIR POOR

b. : Materials.(learned about i varietiof mater-
ials and sources for materials)'

Child and adolescent development and psychology

How to teach reading .

Mainstreaming methods

How to recognize students having problems with:.

(1) Drugs

(2) Abuse

(3) Learning disabilities

(4) Emotional disturbance

GOOD

ti

FAIR POOR

C.

d.

e.

f.

GOOD FAIR POOR

GOOD

GOOD

GOOD

FAIR POOR'

FAIR .POOR

FAIR ' POOR,

GOOD FAIR

GOOD FAIR

GOOD FAIR

GOOD FAIR

(5) Other (What?) . GOOD FAIR
_...........,-----

g. How to handle student's with.problems-in-th-d-d50e
40 __ ..........areas-

GOOD FAIR POOR

POOR

POOR

POOR

POOR.

,7- Do you think_any_major change shquld be made in teacher training programs?

'What? (Be specific!)

8'. Other comments

0
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